Structural and dynamical properties of liquid-state, binary, water-acetonitrile nanoclusters are studied. When acetonitrile is the solute species, it exhibits a propensity to reside on the cluster surface, although one may identify regions interior to the cluster that are favorable for solvation. The dynamics of the interchange of acetonitrile between surface and interior solvation regions and structural aspects of surface solvation states are studied. When water is the solute it tends to be solvated in the interior of the cluster and form aggregates. The nature and dynamics of contact and solvent separated water pairs in these clusters is investigated, and the recombination dynamics of larger water aggregates in concentrated water-acetonitrile clusters is examined.
I. INTRODUCTION
Investigations of the properties of clusters with varying sizes and in various physical states constitute an active research area. 1, 2 Cluster properties such as the solid-state structure of small aggregates, 3 solid-liquid phase transitions in small cluster systems, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] reactions in clusters [11] [12] [13] [14] such as proton transfer processes, 15, 16 acid dissociation in aprotic aggregates, 17 excited-state dynamics in argon clusters, 18 spectral shifts of chromophores, 19 photoelectron spectroscopy of ions in water clusters, 20 nucleophilic substitution reactions, 21 electronic states in ionic clusters, 22, 23 ionic states in polar aggregates, [24] [25] [26] cage dynamical effects that follow photodissociation processes, [27] [28] [29] to name a few examples, have been the topics of both experimental and theoretical studies.
Nanoscale clusters have properties which differ from both small aggregates composed of a few molecules and bulk phases. They are sufficiently large to exhibit bulklike phases, which often differ from those of infinite systems, yet surface forces play an important role in determining their properties. These effects have been demonstrated to play important roles in cluster reactions and solvation and are especially evident in binary liquid-state clusters where the mixing properties differ substantially from bulk binary fluids. 30, 31 The solvation structure and dynamics of solute molecules in binary, liquid-state nanoclusters is influenced by the interplay between surface and bulk forces. These effects are also responsible for the stabilization of surface and cluster-interior solvation species. 24 Strong structural correlations in the cluster interior are induced by the finite size and surface forces leading to bulk-like phases in the cluster that differ from their infinite-system analogs. The distinctive structural features can give rise to solvent-stabilized species whose dynamics is, in turn, influenced by the system's finite size. These are some of the issues that are studied in this paper.
The focus is on liquid-state binary clusters composed of water and acetonitrile molecules. We have examined both the solvation structure and dynamics of these systems. The main objectives of this study were twofold: first, since both species exhibit a marked dipolar character, it is interesting to investigate how the details of the molecular forces and lack of translational symmetry affect the possible stable cluster morphologies. Second, water and acetonitrile exhibit important differences in their microscopic intramolecular connectivities; perhaps the most obvious is the absence of a hydrogen-bonded, three-dimensional network in the latter solvent. Although it is still possible to establish cross hydrogen bonding between both species, the fact that acetonitrile is aprotic leads to a clear asymmetry in the roles of these two species as potential proton donors or acceptors. One should expect that this asymmetry will be reflected in the structural features of ''bulk'' states and their interfaces, regardless of the particular cluster composition considered. These polarmolecule clusters have a richer structure than that of binary Lennard-Jones clusters. 30, 31 The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we give details of the model potentials and molecular dynamics simulation methods used in the study. Section III is devoted to the study of dilute binary clusters containing one or two solute molecules. The character of the solvation, surface vs cluster interior, and the existence of various solvent-stabilized species is described. Section IV considers large, concentrated binary clusters. Both the nature and dynamics of the superficial and cluster-interior solvation states are described. For both dilute and concentrated binary clusters we find that the cluster properties differ significantly depending on whether water or acetonitrile is the solute. The conclusions of the study are given in Sec. V.
II. MODEL AND SIMULATION METHOD
Simulations were performed on ͓n:m͔ clusters containing n molecules of acetonitrile ͑ACN͓͒ CH 3 CN͔ and m molecules of water (W). The component with the smaller ͑larger͒ mole fraction will henceforth be denoted as the solute ͑solvent͒. Water intermolecular interactions were described by the three-site SPC model of Berendsen et al., 32 while ACN was modeled as a rigid three-site molecule comprising a united atom model for the CH 3 group, C and N units in a linear arrangement. 33 The potential energy of the entire system V s was taken to be sum of pairwise additive contributions
The interaction potentials v(i, j) between the ith and jth molecules is the sum of Lennard-Jones terms between different interaction sites and Coulomb terms arising from the interactions between partial charges on the sites:
where the sums are over all sites iЈ and jЈ in molecules i and j, with
͑3͒
and
where r i iЈ denotes the coordinate of site iЈϭO, H, CH 3 ,N,C in the ith molecule and e is the electron charge. Details of the energy and length parameters are given in Table I .
The molecular dynamics simulations consisted of an initial equilibration period of about 100 ps using Nosé canonical dynamics 34 at an average temperature of TӍ200 K. At this temperature, the structural and dynamical properties of the clusters were similar to those of liquidlike phases. Subsequent to this equilibration period, the Nosé thermostat was switched off and statistics were collected from long ͑3-4 ns͒ constant energy trajectories. The Verlet algorithm 35 with a time step of 1 fs was used to integrate the classical equations of motion; with this time interval, the energy conservation was maintained below 0.1%. Intramolecular constraints in the solvent particles were implemented using the SHAKE algorithm. 36 Although the isolated molecular clusters under study are metastable since evaporation must eventually occur, little or no evaporation was observed on the 3-4 ns time scale of the simulations and well defined statistical averages could be determined from time averages over the trajectories.
III. DILUTE BINARY CLUSTERS
We shall examine some general aspects of the solvation structure of binary molecular clusters. One of the gross features to consider is whether the solute molecules reside on average in the interior or near the surface of the cluster. A useful quantity to consider in this connection is the spatial correlation function of component ␣ϭW or ACN with respect to the center of mass of the cluster, g CMϪ␣ (r), defined as,
which gives the probability of finding a molecule of species ␣ at a distance r from the cluster center of mass. Here R i ␣ denotes the center of mass of the ith molecule of species ␣ and R CM is the position of the center of mass of the cluster. The number of molecules of species ␣ is N ␣ ϭn or m, while the angle brackets represent a time average over a microcanonical trajectory as discussed above. We begin by studying one and two solute molecules of either species in the cluster and examine more concentrated binary clusters in the following section.
A. †1:m ‡ and †n:1 ‡ clusters Consider a single ACN molecule in an m-molecule water cluster (͓1:m͔). For all m considered, from mϭ10 to m ϭ200, ACN is found on the surface of the cluster with high probability. The upper panel of Fig. 1 shows an instantaneous configuration of a ͓1:50͔ cluster while the lower panel is a plot of g CMϪ␣ (r). From this figure it is evident that the ACN molecule is found with high probability at distances of 6-8 Å from the cluster center of mass.
The preferential solvation of ACN near the cluster surface suggests the presence of a free energy minimum, escape from which requires energies greater than typical thermal energies. The free energy or potential of mean force W(r)a s a function of r ACN ϭ͉R 1 ACN ϪR CM ͉, the distance of ACN from the cluster center of mass, is defined by ␤W͑r͒ϭϪln P͑r ͒ϰϪln͗␦͑ r ACN Ϫr ͒͘, ͑6͒ where P(r) is the probability of r ACN taking the numerical value r. In order to compute W(r) in regions of low probability a combination of molecular dynamics and umbrella was used. More specifically, the Hamiltonian of the system was augmented with a harmonic
͑7͒
The values of r l were chosen in the interval 0рr l р6 Å and the values of k l were adjusted to obtain considerable overlap between distributions of neighboring windows. The magnitudes of the harmonic restoring forces k l ranged from 2 kcal/mol Å
Ϫ2
for values of r l near the cluster center of mass to 0.5 kcal/mol Å Ϫ2 for positions near the cluster surface. The reversible work to move the ACN molecule between two points in the cluster can be obtained from the corresponding free energy difference, ⌬W. The computation of ⌬W between two points r ACN ϭrЈ and r ACN ϭrЉ within the l th window is straightforward and given by
where ␤
Ϫ1
is the Boltzmann constant times the temperature and ͗ ....͘ V l h represents a statistical time average obtained with the biased distribution that includes the harmonic potential in Eq. ͑7͒. The potential of mean force for a ͓1:50͔ cluster is shown in Fig. 2 . Perhaps the most interesting feature of this curve is the existence of a double minimum: one near the cluster surface at rϭ6.7 Å and a second located near the cluster center at rϭ1.5 Å. Note that the minimum near the cluster center is not observed in the data presented in Fig.  1 obtained from unbiased trajectories. The form of the free energy as a function of the radial distance from the cluster center signals the existence of two different solvation structures which we call the surface solvated species S and the central solvated species C. The free energy barrier for passage between C and S is located at r ‡ ϭ3.0 Å and has magnitude E f ‡ ϭ3k B T for the passage C→S and E r ‡ ϭ7.4k B T for passage in the opposite direction, S→C.
It is interesting to examine the structural and dynamical aspects of the solvation ''reaction''
A simple transition state theory ͑TST͒ estimate of the forward and reverse rate constants, k i where the frequency at the C-configuration minimum is C /2Ӎ0.7 ps
and that at the S minimum is S /2Ӎ0.5 ps
. Simulations of a small ensemble of trajectories starting with ACN at the cluster center show passage to the S configuration in a few hundred ps. This characteristic time is somewhat longer than the TST prediction. This difference is due to the considerable number of recrossings of the transition-state surface by potentially reactive trajectories, a feature that always leads to a true rate constant that is lower than the TST estimate. None of the 0.5 ns length trajectories ever showed the spontaneous passage S→C, consistent with the higher free energy barrier and small rate for this process.
Some insight into the origin of these two solvation species can be gained from an examination of the radial distribution function of water relative to the center of mass of the cluster, g CMϪW (r), shown in Fig. 1 . This plot shows that the water molecules are distributed inhomogeneously in the cluster, with two regions of maximum probability near rϭ1.5 Å and rϭ5.5 Å, values slightly smaller or comparable to the distances corresponding to the C and S species, respectively. The local minimum in g CMϪW near rϭ3.0 Å correlates with the transition state configuration.
The dynamics of the passage between the C and S configurations is shown in Fig. 3 . The trajectories in this figure were initiated with r ACN in the C configuration and both r ACN and the cosine of the angle the ACN dipole makes with the radial vector, cos ϭ ACN •r ACN , were monitored as a function of time during the reaction C→S. In these trajectories one sees two important features: in the upper panel there are clear indications of several unsuccessful attempts of the reaction C→S before the final successful reactive event that leads to a stable S species at tӍ200 ps; during these attempts, the solvent buffets the ACN back and forth between the C and S regions. This is the origin of the deviation from transition state theory discussed above. Secondly, the fact that cos Ϸ0intheCand S solvation states indicates that the ACN molecule is on average perpendicular to the radial vector; however, in the transition state region cos ϷϪ1 signaling the fact that ACN lies parallel to the radial vector with the dipole pointing inwards ͑N end of the ACN molecule pointing outwards͒.
The picture that emerges from these considerations is the following: our results suggest that a clear correlation exists between the regions of stable and unstable solvation of the ACN molecule and the internal spatial correlations of the solvent species. C states correspond to an ACN molecule solvated in high density regions of the cluster; on the other hand, the transition state coincides with lower density regions. Finally the profile of g CM-ACN in the bottom panel of Fig. 1 shows a shoulder at rӍ5.5 Å followed by a main peak located at rӍ7 Å, and suggests the presence of two superficial states with different degrees of solvation. In the stable states, the ACN molecule is preferentially solvated with its dipole normal to the radial vector. In order for the ACN molecule to pass from one stable solvation region to the other, its dipole reorients parallel to the radial vector and then reorients again to the perpendicular direction when it is in the other stable solvation region. This effect is especially clear in the bottom panel of Fig. 3 where rapid passage to the transition state configuration T with unsuccessful passage to S is then followed by a slower, successful, diffusive passage to S on the next attempt. In both cases cos shows the orientation effect described above.
The solvation structure of the ͓n:1͔ clusters differs considerably from that of the ͓1:m͔ clusters just described. For sufficiently large clusters, say nϾ10, there was no preferred distance for solvation and thus no distinct solvation species could be identified. Figure 4 shows g CMϪ␣ (r) for a ͓50:1͔ cluster: the presence of a broad, structureless distribution for r indicates that the interior of the cluster appears as a bulklike phase for the water molecule solvation. Likewise, the probability distribution p(cos )ϭp( W •r W ) ͑not shown͒ has a broad distribution indicating a lack of preferential orientation of the water dipole relative to the radial vector.
B. †2:m ‡ and †n:2 ‡ clusters
The analysis of the dynamics of two ACN molecules in a 100-water-molecule cluster ͓͑2:100͔͒ indicates that both solute molecules remain near the cluster surface. However, the radial distribution function g CC (r) as a function of the distance between the central C atoms in the ACN pair, rϭr CC , presented in Fig. 5 , shows considerable structure over the entire range of intermolecular distances.
We observe that the most probable configuration corresponds to the solute pair separated by a distance of approxi- The behavior a water pair in a 100-ACN-molecule cluster ͓͑100:2͔͒ differs from that of the ACN solutes in a ͓2:100͔ cluster. In Fig. 6 we plot g CM-WD (r), the radial distribution function of the center of mass of the water dimer, R WD , with respect to the center of mass of the cluster, rϭr WD ϭ͉R CM ϪR WD ͉. From this figure we see that the center of mass of the water-molecule pair is roughly equally likely to be found anywhere in the interior of the cluster. In fact, the g CM-WD profile does not differ substantially from that of a water monomer.
Additional information on the nature of the dynamics can be gained from an examination of the trajectories of r WD and the internuclear separation between the water molecules, rϭr 12 ϭ͉R W1 ϪR W2 ͉. The time variation of these distances is shown in Fig. 7 for a long ͑6n s ͒trajectory. The bound water pair with an internuclear separation of r 12 Ϸ3Åi s easily identified as are the episodes of dissociation of the bound pair. The trajectory of r WD exhibits diffusive behavior throughout the cluster. These features are confirmed by the values of the diffusion constants of the water pair and its constituent molecules. From the data in Table II we see that both the water-molecule, D S , and pair-center-of-mass, D CM , diffusion constants are the same within statistical uncertainty.
Given the existence of a bound water molecule pair, it is interesting to estimate the free energy required for dissociation to ''free'' water molecules and inquire into the possibility of solvent separated water species. The relevant information is contained in the potential of mean force W(r) defined by Eq. ͑6͒ but now for the pair distance r 12 . The mean potential was computed integrating the mean force F(r) acting on each molecule, calculated for the water pair constrained at selected intermolecular distances, r:
where F W represents the total force exerted upon one of the water molecules, r 12 ϭr is a unit vector and ͗•••͘ r signifies a time average computed using the constrained-reactioncoordinate-dynamics ensemble. 39 The resulting potential of mean force is shown in Fig. 8 . We may also estimate W(r) directly from the histogram of r in a long unconstrained trajectory; these results are also presented in the figure. The potential of mean force has it first minimum at r 12 ϭ2.9 Å corresponding to a ''contact'' water pair ͑CWP͒, a local maximum at rϭ4.8 Å corresponding to a transition state configuration, and a second shallow minimum at r 12 ϭ6.7-6.8 Å corresponding to a weakly stable solvent separated water pair ͑SSWP͒. The free energy barrier for the reaction CWP→SSWP is E f ‡ ϭ7.4 k B T, while that for the reverse reaction SSWP→CWP is E r ‡ Ͻ1 k B T. We have also studied the frictional properties of the water pair. The fixed-particle, space-dependent friction coefficient of the pair is related to the time integral of the fluctuations of the fixed-particle force autocorrelation function: where the normalized force autocorrelation function C F (t;r) is
and the component along the internuclear axis of the solvent fluctuating force F S at a fixed internuclear separation is
The autocorrelation function C F (t;r) is plotted in Fig. 9 as a function of time for several values of r. From this figure we see that the force autocorrelation takes two forms: one for r values in the vicinity of the water contact water pair and the other for distances rϾ4 Å, where a solvent molecule is wedged between the solute pair. We note that the different character of these two spatial regimes is also reflected in the structure of the velocity autocorrelation function. In the bottom panel of Fig. 9 we show results for C V (t), C V ͑t;r͒ϭ ͗v͑t;r͒v͑0;r͒͘
where v(t;r)ϭV CM (t;r)•r is the projected velocity of the center of mass of the constrained water dimer along the internuclear direction. The space-dependent friction coefficient given by Eq.
͑10͒ increases as r decreases until rϷ3 Å, after which it ceases to increase. ͑The data are not sufficiently accurate to deduce the details of its structure for small r.͒ A simple hydrodynamic model that accounts for the Oseen interactions between the two particles yields a friction coefficient of the form, 40 ͑r ͒ϭ
where 1 is the friction coefficient for a single water molecule and the Oseen tensor is T(r)ϭ(1ϩrr)/8r, with the viscosity. This formula predicts that the friction should increase and even diverge as r decreases to zero. A kinetic theory calculation of the friction that accounts for static structural three-body correlations among the two solute particles and a solvent particle yields a friction coefficient that rises as r decreases but for r sufficiently small the friction falls as a result of collisional screening. 41 Due to the strong oscillations of the force autocorrelation function that make the estimation of the friction difficult, we cannot distinguish between the hydrodynamic and microscopic contributions but the fact that the friction ceases to rise is suggestive of the existence of the influence of structural correlations on the pair friction, also evident in the plots of the force autocorrelation function.
IV. CONCENTRATED CLUSTERS
The density fluctuations in larger and more concentrated ACN-W mixed clusters also show a distinct behavior depending on which component is in excess. Consider aggregates composed of 50 ACN and 200 W molecules. Figure 10 is a snapshot of a such a ͓50:200͔ cluster configuration exhibiting few signs of mixing between the components. The cluster has a roughly spherical shape with the ACN solute molecules distributed over the surface of a water nucleus. An estimate of the size of the cluster can be obtained from the average gyration radius, R, defined as
͑15͒
For spherical aggregates, the radius of the cluster can be approximated by ͱ5/3Rϭ12. This value also coincides with the position of the surface of the water subcluster. Structural correlations within the water subcluster shown in the g CM-W (r) plot are much less evident.
The nature of the arrangement of the solute molecules on the cluster surface can be deduced from an inspection of the solute pair correlation function ͑Fig. 11, bottom panel͒.W e observe a prominent peak at rӍ4.5 Å, a secondary and much smaller maximum at rӍ8 Å and no perceptible structure beyond 10 Å. The similarities between this long range behavior and the spatial correlations between points randomly distributed on the surface of a sphere-also shown in the figure-indicate that the ACN molecules tend to distribute homogeneously over the surface of the water nucleus. They do not form compact ''island'' structures and strong correlations persist only over distances of a few angstroms. The fact that D CM for the ACN molecules is very small is also consistent with these observations; the root-mean-square displacement of the center of mass of the ACN molecules levels off to a constant plateau value of approximately 1.4 Å The situation changes dramatically when one considers the inverse case, i.e., clusters composed of 200 ACN and 50 W molecules ͓͑200:50͔͒. Perhaps the most direct way to visualize these changes is from an inspection of several hundreds of configurations generated along the molecular dynamics trajectory ͑cf. Fig. 12͒ . The trajectory shows clear signs of mixing of the components. Although the overall shape of the cluster is spherical, in the vast majority of these configurations the water molecules form irregularly-shaped domains whose sizes and shapes fluctuate strongly. Occasionally, a water subcluster will fragment into smaller aggregates that diffuse independently throughout the solvent until they eventually re-encounter each other and recombine to form a single aggregate. The characterization of shape fluc- tuations is not straightforward since it involves collective modes of many solute molecules. Several correlation functions will be used to probe this structure.
To obtain information about the global structure consider the distribution of the different species within the aggregate. Figure 13 shows plots for the density n ␣ (z) defined as:
where
Here, the z axis has been chosen along the vector R CM W ϪR CM ACN that joins the centers of mass of the W and ACN components and is centered at R CM . Two important observations can be extracted from these curves: ͑i͒ the linear dimensions of the aggregate are close to 35 Å, a result that agrees reasonably well with the estimate computed from the average gyration radius 2 ϫͱ3/5Rϭ32.2 Å and corroborates the earlier observation that the overall shape of the cluster is spherical. ͑ii͒ This feature contrasts sharply with the distribution of the solute particles within the cluster. This distribution is nonspherical and displaced with respect to R CM . Reasonable estimates of the shape anisotropy and the magnitude of the size fluctuations can be obtained from comparing its principal moments of inertia: (͗I 3 ͘/͗I 1 ͘) 
The analysis of the average pair structure provides additional details about spatial correlations between the solute molecules. In the top panel of Fig. 14 we plot g WW (r) for a ͓200:50͔ cluster. The curve shows the usual peaks that characterize the short-distance ordering of compact structures and a tail that decays on distances of the order of rϷ20 Å. The direct comparison of this profile with that for a pure 50-molecule water cluster is instructive. The evident differences in the magnitudes of the peaks for ͓200:50͔ and ͓0:50͔ clusters is indicative of the reduction in the number of waterwater nearest neighbors in the former case; the areas under the main peaks are 2.7 and 3.8, respectively. Despite these differences in magnitude, the locations of these peaks are almost identical indicating that similar connectivity mechanisms through hydrogen bonding exist and that there are only minor disruptions of the distances between neighboring water molecules. Of course, due to conservation of mass, the reduction of the local density at short distances around a given water molecule should lead to longer length scale structure in the water-water pair correlation function. To characterize these long range spatial correlations, in Fig. 14 we have also included results for g id (r), the distribution of ideal, i.e., noninteracting, points within a sphere of size comparable to the maximum correlation length of g WW . Equivalent information can be extracted from the small-wave-vector limit of the corresponding Fourier density spectra shown in the lower panel of Fig. 14 . The evident differences between the two sets of curves in r and k spaces, suggest the persistence of non-negligible spatial correlations over distances comparable to the size of the aggregate.
A partial explanation for this behavior is as follows: we have already noted that the simulation results suggest incipient mixing of the two components. Starting from a compact water subcluster, interactions with the solvent induce large fluctuations in the ACN-W interface eventually leading to a ''dendriticlike'' structure. Often, the original water subcluster fragments into smaller subclusters ranging in size from water monomers to aggregates containing roughly 10-15 molecules that ''survive'' for periods of several picoseconds before recombining. These observations suggest that the long-distance behavior of g WW (r) is due to the combination of spatial correlations within a ''dendriticlike'' water subcluster as well as those between different subcluster fragments.
The magnitude of solute cluster-fragment diffusion and the extent of the spatial confinement provided by the ACN molecules are important factors determining the time scale for the water subcluster fragmentation-recombination process. An estimate of the characteristic time may be obtained as follows. Using a criterion based on a minimum connectivity distance d c between water molecules, we have computed the number of water subclusters present at time t. Variations in the water subcluster population that occurred over time periods less than a minimum value, min , were not taken into account in order to avoid changes in the cluster population that arose from small fluctuations in the interparticle distances around d c that did not correspond to real fragmentation or recombination processes. Once these highfrequency contributions were filtered out, a histogram of the survival probability of the water subcluster population was constructed. Several choices of d c and min were considered. The histogram h(t) for d c ϭ3.8 Å and min ϭ2.5 ps is shown in Fig. 15 . This choice yielded results which were stable with respect to reasonable variations of these parameters. From the histogram the average time interval between fragmentation and/or recombination was estimated to be approximately 20 ps, providing an estimate of the average time for the interconversion dynamics of the solute subclusters.
V. CONCLUSION
The structural and dynamical properties of polarmolecule, liquid-state nanoclusters described in this paper illustrate some of the unusual properties of matter on these length scales. These distinctive properties have implications for cluster solvation, reaction dynamics in clusters and the possibility of finite-size analogs of binary fluid phase transitions.
For the entire temperature range where liquidlike binary clusters are stable, no regime of complete mixing was found. All mixed clusters showed some degree of segregation. The existence of a free surface and surface forces manifest themselves in a number different ways in binary polar clusters. Not only do they lead to the differentiation between surface and cluster-interior solvation species as might be expected, but they also induce strong structural correlations in the cluster interior, which are much more evident in water aggregates than in aggregates of acetonitrile. These correlations in turn can promote the formation of ͑less stable͒ solvation structures such as those seen for ACN solutes in water clusters. The different types of solvation may be regarded as ''chemical'' species and their reaction dynamics can be studied as activated rate processes. However, considering the surface-to-volume ratio, even the largest systems of this study may be considered to lie in the small-scale regime and one should expect that the solvation structure will gradually change in water clusters which are still mesoscopic in size but contain several thousands of molecules. In such cases internal solvation should become entropically favored, approaching the limiting macroscopic regime where complete mixing is observed.
The solvation structure and dynamics need not be simple, as observed for concentrated water solute molecules in ACN clusters. In these cases, the spatial confinement induces only orientational correlation on the cluster surface and no signs of dipolar circulation patterns similar to those found in Stockmayer clusters could be observed. 42 Water molecules do not form compact aggregates but instead form irregular domains that fragment and recombine yielding large local water concentration fluctuations interior to the cluster, akin to those seen in binary fluids near the consolute point. From a different although equivalent perspective, the large fluctuations of the W-ACN interface that signal the approach of the mixed regime could be regarded as the effect of a large external ACN shell on an internal 50-watermolecule nucleus. In the early stages of this mixing process the original compact water subcluster evolves into a highly irregular fingerlike structure that invades solvent domains. As a direct consequence, the hydrogen-bonded, threedimensional network weakens and thermal fluctuations and interactions with the solvent can be strong enough to generate fragments that survive for time periods of the order of a few tens of picoseconds. Of course the recombination of the smaller fragments is just a consequence of the spatial confinement and should be absent in the corresponding macroscopic phases. We finally remark that all attempts to thermally force the mixing process of both components were unsuccessful since rapid evaporation of the cluster occurred as the temperature was raised beyond TϷ250 K.
